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Problems
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Cloud providers are 
centralized, creating a 

security risk on the 
customer data.

CENTRALIZATION VERIFICATION

Information about the 
customer can be given to third 

parties, potentially exposing the 
intellectual property.

CUSTOMER DATA

In order to access cloud 
providers, you need to verify 

your identity and use the 
traditional banking system.
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Network participants get paid 
by allocating computing 
resources to the network.

The network maintains the 
anonymity of the users and 
protects the intellectual property.

Decentralized protocol based 
on the Ethereum blockchain.

Cloud computing services for 
individuals and businesses.
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Solutions
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MARKET SHARE
Gain market share of competitors 
by adding new services.

COMISSIONS
Earn commissions from every 

transaction inside the network.

FREE TIER
Enable a free tier of decentralized cloud computing services 
for the consumers to test them before making any purchase.

Business Model
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Entry Products
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Allows developers to build and 
run applications without 

having to worry about the 
underlying infrastructure. 

SERVERLESS 
COMPUTING

Highly scalable and fast container 
management service. You can use 
it to run and manage containers on 

top of the network.

CONTAINER 
SERVICE

Allows users to run an operating 
system that behaves like a 

completely separate computer on 
top of the network.

VIRTUAL 
MACHINES
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How it works

User launches 
a request to deploy a cloud
service paying with crypto.

Node validates 
the request and initiates 
the execution of the 
computational task.

Kubernetes manages 
the execution of the task 
using secured containers and 
taking into consideration 
network capacity.

Node gets paid 
for allocating computing 
resources to the network.
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Technology
Kompute network is built using widely
tested open source technologies.

The blockchain protocol is built on 
top of the Ethereum blockchain.

The off-chain layer is built 
on top of Kubernetes.

SGX is used to ensure confidentiality 
of the software via memory enclaves.
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Traditional vs cloud computing revenue
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Press releases on reputable 
media resources.

Partnerships with top 
projects of the ecosystem.

Conferences on open-source 
and blockchain forums.

Creation of hackatons to evangelize 
the protocol amongst developers.

Marketing 
Strategy
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